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Science cornerstones

First case of detection of an 
extragalactic dispersed ( DM>DMmw ) 

radio burst 
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1: original discovery  

2: confirmation of the 
cosmic nature  

A high rate of events 
>≈ 103 all-sky/day

INAF leading 

contribution !



The repeating bursts usually 
show wider pulse widths than 
one-off bursts and different 
polarimetric and time-
frequency properties

[Keane et al. 2016; … ; Nimmo et al. 2021]   
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3° : discovery of the repeating FRBs

Repeating and apparently 
nonrepeating, are found in a variety 
of types of host galaxies [Bhandari et al 

2020] http://frbhosts.org/

Are repeaters intrinsically different wrt one-off events ? 

[ Marcote et al 17][ Chatterjee et al 17]
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4° : identifications of the 
host galaxies INAF antennas 

contribution !

http://frbhosts.org/


Science cornerstones

What is the origin of the periodicity ?

Looking at the repeater
FRB 180916

discovered a 16.35 day periodicity of the bursts
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A link among the magnetars and repeating FRBs ?

5° : periodicity in repeating FRBs

6° : a galactic FRB

INAF leading 

contribution !



It is located at  http://frbcat.org/ and https://wis-tns.weizmann.ac.il/

The official catalog of published FRBs

As at April 2021:  147 FRBs, 24 Repeaters, 14 identified host galaxies  

additio
nal 500 in publication…
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http://frbcat.org/


Summary of the basic observational features 

² Burst of  ≈ few microsecond  to 10s of millisecond duration
² Dispersion measure > few x the expected Milky Way contribution
² Dispersion delay consistent with ν -2

² When measurable, scattering time consistent with Kolmogorov spectral index, ν -4.4 

² Peak Flux density at 1.4 GHz  ≈ 0.1-100 Jansky

² Red-shift 0.001 ≲ z ≲ 2.0 (IGM from [Ioka 2003;Inoue 2004])

² Co-moving distance 0.01 ≲ D (Gpc) ≲ 3.5

² Isotropic emitted energy      1036 ≲ Eiso (erg) ≲ 1042

² Brightness temperature          1030 ≲ T (K) ≲ 1037

Assuming that the extra-DM is mainly due to the Inter Galactic 
Medium, one can derive the following additional parameters:

Given the so far observed parameters:



The zoo of the published FRB’s models
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https://frbtheorycat.org/

A variey of progenitors: in 
most cases compact objects

in binaries, ULX etc to account 
for periodicity
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Many emission 
models …

Vacuum synchrotron maser, plasma synchrotron maser and synchrotron maser from 
magnetized shocks, coherent curvature emission, are among the most invoked mechanisms ...

GRB-likePulsar-like



The long standing bottom-line questions ...

① What is(are) the FRBs’ origin(s) ? 

② How can we use them ?

Interlaced questions...

key factors for responding:

ü understanding the radio emission process

ü detecting a counterpart at other 
wavelengths and get constraints on the 

progenitor and its distance



The INAF approach: the Team ...

39 INAF people + 8 associated   ≈ 3.2 FTE per year now 



The INAF approach: Two science headlines ...

A detection outside the radio band would be transformational for rFRB science: planned  
radio/optical/X-ray/gamma-ray “simultaneous” observations to try to detect (or constrain) the 
burst fluence outside the radio band. Systematic searches for activity associated with rFRBs will 
be undertaken in archival data as well. 

One immediate goal is also to localize one or more repeating FRBs at sub-arcsecond level with 
the Italian VLBI array, and search for persistent radio emission in the associated galaxy. 
Characterization of the host galaxies at the repeating FRB site will involve both archival data 
and dedicated MWL observations. Deep observations will be performed to investigate any 
persistent emission, too. 

Ø What will we learn from the detection of an FRB 
outside the radio band? 



The INAF approach: Two science headlines ...

Are all rFRBs periodic? What is the nature of the periodicity? Do radio-active magnetars in 
our Galaxy also have periodic ultra-strong bursting activity? 

Are rFRB emission properties resembling those of Galactic magnetars? What “repeating” 
engine can produce the fluences observed from the rFRBs? Is the emission intrinsically 
narrow-band or does lensing favor some spectral emission regions selectively? Is absorption 
playing a major role? How could this happen in a somewhat regular fashion in the periodic 
rFRBs? Have rFRBs and non-repeating FRBs intrinsically distinct radio emission properties 
and distinct origins? 

Which are the properties of a magnetar releasing FRB-like bursts? Is the rate of occurrence 
of fainter bursts supporting the extrapolation to FRB distances? Are magnetars also emitting 
optical bursts? 

Ø What is the relation between the FRBs and the 
radio pulses from magnetars? 



The INAF approach: Two science headlines ...

Ø What will we learn from the detection of an FRB 
outside the radio band? 

Ø What is the relation between the FRBs and the 
radio pulses from magnetars? 

Ø to build on the recognized INAF leadership in the multi-wavelength studies and follow-
ups of transient events. We will focus in particular on the case of the relatively nearby 
and repetitive targets, now being discovered in a larger number by several experiment 
e.g. 20200120E (in M81; 3.2 Mpc) e 20210402A (z=0.098). This will allow us to put 
strong constraints to the nature of this kind of FRBs; 

Ø to exploit the top-level INAF role in the study of the magnetars, in order to support (or 
dismiss) the association among the magnetars and (at least a subclass of) the FRBs;

Ø to orchestrate the synergy among the various INAF groups involved in the study of the 
FRBs, in order to support the INAF role in this young and vibrant field of research, as 
well as to optimally coordinate with our research collaborators worldwide. 

These two lines of investigation are also allowing us …



The INAF approach: the results (since 2020) …

11 Papers already published! 



The INAF approach: the infrastructures ...



The INAF approach: the infrastructures ... Northern Cross

See Scheda FRB_NC (coord G. Bernardi)  

Aerial view of the Northern Cross North-South arm

• 8 cylinders currently used for 
FRB observations, one single 
beam;

• Each source is observed for 
~1 hour around transit 
(limitation due to the FoV);

• Bandwidth of 16 MHz, with  
channels of ~14 kHz, and 
135 µs time resolution



The INAF approach: the infrastructures ... Northern Cross

First burst observed by the Northern Cross
produced by FRB 180916

[http://www.astronomerstelegram.org/?read=14480]

Profile of PSR B0329+54 [Locatelli et al. 2020]

Future developments:

• Multiple source (>3) daily monitoring 
(now till July 2021);

• 32 cylinders by the end of 2021; 
completion (64) by the end of 2022;

• Multi-beam capabilities (~25 beams in 
the field of view) by the end of 2022;

• FRB galore… 

See Scheda FRB_NC (coord G. Bernardi)  



The INAF approach: critical points (funds & people)

no specific fund so far

Given the elusivity of the target, a large multi-wavelength 
observational campaign is needed

up to 30 instruments might be used, most of them in parallel

so far, FTEs from permanent INAF staff used, but 
several “dedicated” wo/men power resources are needed to fully 

deploy the program and keeping the INAF leadership 

a PRIN-MIUR 
proposal submitted     

other actions needed to grow a young community in 
INAF with state-of-art expertise in the “Astrophysics 

of the Transients”

key for instruments alike SKAO-Vera Rubin-CTA      



Thank you


